About hunting in Russia
Russia, the largest country in the world in terms of land area, spans eleven time zones and
two continents, covering the major part of Eastern Europe and Northern Asia. It contains
the largest freshwater lake in the world, the Baikal, and Europe's tallest peak, Mount
Elbrus. A variety of climate zones and topography, ranging from broad plains and low hills
west of the Urals to vast areas of coniferous forest and tundra in Siberia to the upland and
mountain habitat along the southern border regions, means hunters have a tremendous
variety of game and hunting experiences to choose from. Hunting in Russia is as varied as
the terrain, ranging from lodge-based deer and upland bird hunts, to bear hunts using
snowmobiles, to rugged hike-in snow sheep hunts in the high mountains. The country
offers excellent hunting for Siberian roebuck, maral stag, wolf, lynx, capercaillie,
blackcock, and woodcock. Inexpensive hunts for species as diverse as capercaillie and
bears abound, and prices are still comparatively low even for combined hunts in
Kamchatka and the Far East for snow sheep and moose.
We are pleased to offer you different types of hunting. Here are some of them.

Hunting in the Tver region/ RUSSIA
Beautiful nature, clean air, and your favorite hobby is the best way to spend time!
Professional huntsmen will help you find yourself in the wonderful world of flora
and fauna, in a world where you can not overtake the problems of everyday nature, and
you will fully enjoy the unity with nature! After all, nothing can compare with the feelings
that gives proximity to the wild world: the feeling that two meters from you begins
another, so familiar and at the same time completely unknown world!
For your rest we can offer four comfortable houses equipped with all necessary amenities:
spacious living rooms with a fireplace, cozy rooms, and a pleasant atmosphere will create an
unforgettable atmosphere.

Wild boar hunting from a tower
Hunting for wild boar is widely practiced in
hunting farms of Russia. The boar hunting season
begins in August. Shooting the beastof the beast
is made from towers erected near the feeding
grounds. This structure is a wooden box with cut
windows for shooting and a bench.
Price: from 320 euro pp.
Available: from July to February.

Duck hunting
Spring duck hunting: from 2 or 3 Saturday
April hunting with a decoy is allowed. Hunting
farm "Royal hunt" - one of the few companies
in the Russian Federation, where everyone can
hunt animals all year round. Special demand
among vacationers in our hunting farm is duck
hunting. This bird flies annually to warm
countries, but in March comes back home, and
in the period from August to December is the
official hunting season for this bird. Foreign
hunters can bring hunting rifles into the
country for the duration of a planned hunt, as
specified in their outfitter’s invitation. The procedure for receiving an import permit
generally takes at least a month, so it’s important to send the necessary documents to
your outfitter well in advance.
Price: from 100 euro pp.
Available: autumn hunting from the second half of August to the middle of November.
Spring hunting from 14 to 23 April.

Pheasant hunting
Pheasant hunting is an unforgettable
adventure that will give you new impressions
and bright emotions. Regardless of whether
you will be able to get the game on this day,
you will have a great time in the fresh air
surrounded by beautiful nature. Pheasant
hunting is one of the most exciting and
exciting sports activities.
Price: from 130 euro pp.

Elk hunting
The elk is a large, strong and cautious
representative of the Artiodactyla, of the family
of deer. Its size is more than impressive. Males
reach a length of three meters and a height of 2
- 3 meters at the withers. At such dimensions,
the weight of the animal is 360-650 pounds.
The scope of horns reaches 180cm, and weight

30kg. Every winter, moose shed their horns to grow them again by autumn. By the way,
the exact age of the animal moose horns can not be determined, since there is no
correspondence of the number of processes lived years. Age is determined by the attrition
of the teeth. Elk hunting is a great outdoor activity, and to reveal the secrets of hunting art
you will be helped by the huntsman of hunting economy.
Available: from 1 September to 31 December.
Price: from 850 euro pp.

Black grouse hunting
Black grouse is the widespread bird of family
of pheasants living in the forest, forest-steppe
and partially steppe zone of Eurasia including
in the territory of Russia. Throughout the
range of sedentary or nomadic bird; settles on
forest edges, along the edge of the forest, in
the valleys of large rivers. Object of hunting.
Relatively large bird with small head and
short beak. The males are noticeably larger
than females. Grouse in the nature of a very
active social life, holding on, except during
mating, mixed flocks of males and females.
The number of individuals in the pack reaches 200 o Peak of activity during the warm
time of year happens early in the morning and before sunset. Day birds bask in the sun,
sitting on the branches. The black grouse has excellent hearing and vision which are the
first to give alarm signals. The behavior is very careful in case of danger Kosach can fly for
a few tens of kilometers. The flight speed reaches 100 km/h.
Available: hunting begins on the second or third Saturday of April and lasts 10 days.
Price: from 165 euro pp.

We can also make you a hunting program on individual request.

Notes:
Foreign hunters can bring hunting rifles into the country for the duration of a
planned hunt, as specified in their outfitter’s invitation. The procedure for receiving an

import permit generally takes at least a month, so it’s important to send the necessary
documents to your outfitter well in advance.
It’s extremely important that the model and serial number of the rifle, as well as the
amount of ammo you bring (no more than 100 rounds allowed), match exactly the
information you provided on the permit. Note that archery equipment and silencers are
not allowed for hunting in Russia. You must carry your firearms permit on your person
while you are in Russia.
INCLUDED
● Organization of hunting, huntsman services, accommodation
● Huntsman services
● Accommodation (1 night)
● Meals (breakfast, lunch and dinner (buffet))
● Visa documents support
NOT INCLUDED
● International flights
● Transfer to hunting area
● Guide service

